
KAIZEN CASE STUDY

Kaizen is one of the powerful tools of lean manufacturing. Kaizen refers to A case study of implementation of
Kaizenâ€Ÿs has been discussed.

Why use Kaizen? Streamlining the. Evaluate and select best solution The best method was an alternative
number two where three rods are extruded from the pull-truder. How Kaizen works A good example of how
Kaizen is implemented at Leyland relates to the introduction of a robotic paint spray booth for the truck
chassis. If it did then it was kept. Simulation and evaluation To confirm the possibility of implementing the
alternative method, simulation was undertaken. If operations at Leyland Trucks were considered inefficient,
there would be a danger that senior managers at global headquarters might want to move production to a
location with lower wages. Suggestion system. These included marking the floor and work areas with tape,
moving tables, redesigning job roles, kanban boards, anything in fact that was perceived to offer and
improvement. What kind of products are manufactured, how much time is consumed in the process, what kind
of waste processes are generated are all taken into account. Increasing the efficiency. Electronic data
interchange technique. We made something over changes to their core processes in five months. This, as it
turned out, was a great opportunity to redesign everything from scratch. The Problem One of these was the
fact that their kitchen was incredibly unreliable in preparing the food. Low efficiency. It was clear what steps
had to be completed but they were all seen in isolation of each other. Lack of multiskilled workers. Lack of
Training. No one knew what the process was. When I started looking at the way that food made its way from
the kitchen to the delivery rider several things were clear. For example, there is always a risk that rival
manufacturers, e. Lots of small steps can rapidly become a giant leap forward in the creation of new ideas.
Oftent we made 20 â€” 30 small changes a day. Increased production. Kaizen events usually involve bringing
together operators, managers and the owners of a particular event to discuss possible improvements. The great
thing about the Kaizen process is that people who really understand manufacturing at a nuts-and-bolts level
can get involved in introducing improvements. Leyland is not able to raise prices because of competition, so
any increase in wages has to be compensated for by more efficient production to protect jobs in the UK. It
comes from the words 'kai' continuous and 'zen' good or for the better. This could lead to a threat from these
bigger competitors to offset rising labour costs. Members itemized factors at brainstorming session and
arranged them according to cause and effect. Brainstorming session Designing new storage methods.
Everyone was able to put forward their views and all appropriate ideas for improvement were considered.


